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Abstract:

The availability of wearable devices such as smartwatches and fitness trackers are a recent development.
Among other things, these devices can measure the activity and vital signs of their wearers. As the types of
data these devices are able to gather increases the potential for them to be used as a source of data grows.
This calls for a secure method of controlling the digital exchange of medical data between wearables and
healthcare providers, and healthcare providers in general. By enforcing the exchange of data to go through a
central authority, a patient can be given more control over who is able to access his medical data. This central
authority is then given the task of monitoring access and ensuring that all access requirements are met. Though
effective, this solution relies on a highly trusted central authority. In this work, we propose a scheme using
Polymorphic Encryption and Pseudonomysation and Secret Sharing to provide anonymous data storage and
data exchange. Our proposal removes the need for a central authority, and instead uses a group of authorities,
of which a quorum is needed to facilitate the exchange of data.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a rise in the number of
wearable devices, such as fitness trackers and smartwatches (Wearables, 2017). These devices which often work in conjunction with a smartphone are becoming more accurate in their measurements and will
increasingly use cloud storage and become part of the
internet of things (Page, 2015). The increased adaptation of these wearables goes hand in hand with Electronic Health Care (e-healthcare): the shift of health
care to the digital domain. In an e-healthcare setting,
patients are able to measure their medical condition at
home, using sensors placed in wearable devices. The
result is that medical measurements can be taken over
a longer period in an automated fashion. In this manner costs on the number of hospital visits and work
performed by a doctor can be reduced. Furthermore,
the additional information gathered by these devices
can improve the quality of diagnosis.
Collecting and sharing medical data in ehealthcare would benefit greatly from a cloud-based
solution, improving the availability of a patient’s
medical data and the ease of sharing. However, handling medical data in such a manner causes privacy
concern. Medical data is highly sensitive; therefore,
a cloud Storage Provider (SP) should not be trusted

with it. A natural solution would be to store this
data in encrypted form, however, providing proper
access control and anonymity become two important
challenges. What is needed is a system where selfmonitoring devices and healthcare providers (HCPs)
are able to share medical data, while providing proper
access management and security.
Several countries allow a patient to decide who is
allowed to (digitally) access their medical data. This
is usually done through a Central Authority (CA). The
patient tells the CA which HCPs are allowed to exchange his/her medical data, fully trusting the CA to
not misuse this information, and furthermore monitor
and assist in this exchange accordingly. Usually only
certified HCPs are allowed to connect to this system.
This means third parties, such as wearable vendors
acting as SPs are unable to connect. The result is that
if provided at all, every vendor provides a different
method of sharing collected data with HCPs, making
it complicated to use data collected by wearables in
the medical domain.

1.1

Polymorphic Encryption and
Pseudonymisation

Polymorphic Encryption and Pseudonymisation for
Personalised Healthcare (PEP) by Verheul et al. (Ver-
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heul et al., 2016) is a protocol that facilitates such
service. PEP allows patients and HCPs to store
data at SPs in ElGamal (El Gamal, 1984) encrypted
form, without the SP learning anything about the contents and owners of the data. Anonymity is achieved
through pseudonymisation, the act of using different
identifiers for the same data at different parties. All
parties own a secret key that is derived from a master secret key x, known only by a Key Server (KS).
The parties’ secret keys are related in such a way that
re-keying of encryptions can be done in an efficient
way, without knowing x. PEP has already been used
for medical purposes (PEP, 2017) and it seamlessly
fits the envisioned Dutch eID scheme (Verheul et al.,
2016).
Pivotal to PEP is the role of a Transcryptor (TR), a
trusted central authority through which all communication goes and who is able to re-key encryptions. For
example, if a user wants to get access to its storage at
an SP, it sends to TR an encryption of the pseudonym
under which it is known at TR. Consecutively, TR “reshuffles” this encryption to obtain an encryption of the
pseudonym under which the user is known at SP, “rekeys” the encryption to match the key pair of SP, and
sends this re-shuffled encryption to SP. The SP can
then decrypt, obtain the pseudonym of the user, and
grant access. TR learns nothing about the content of
encryption, but only who is sharing data with whom.
Although PEP allows efficient communication
and transition of data, the KS and TR own secret data
that is crucial to the system. Indeed, KS’s knowledge
of the master secret key and TR’s ability to perform
re-key encryptions allows collusion of the two to derive all individual secret keys. Even stronger, collusion of TR with a user yields the master secret key.
Beyond the issue of collusion, TR forms a real liability to the system, for various reasons:
• it learns all communication, can compute a mapping between pseudonyms and can perform access monitoring;
• scalability becomes a concern with more and
more devices automatically storing medical data;
• if TR goes offline, the entire system stops working.
The liability of TR is acknowledged by Verheul et
al. (Verheul et al., 2016) and has also been pointed
out by Camenisch and Lehmann (Camenisch and
Lehmann, 2017).

1.2

Distributed Transcryptor

In this work, we isolate TR from the PEP protocol
and propose a solution to resolve liability issues. The

solution consists of distributing the role of TR over
a group of n TRs, of which a quorum of t TRs has
to collaborate in order to provide the mapping of
pseudonyms. Any group of less than t TRs is unable to learn decryption keys, perform re-shuffling of
pseudonyms, or whatsoever, even with the help of additional HCPs or SPs.
Our solution relies on the threshold secret sharing
scheme (Shamir, 1979) used to share all secret data.
The re-randomisation, re-keying, and re-shuffling of
ElGamal encryptions in the PEP protocol are performed using a neat junction of multiparty protocols
based on secret sharing (Ben-Or et al., 1988). A difficulty arises in that re-keying turns out to need exponentiation of the inverse of the shared value, adding
up to the complexity of properly composing the individual protocols. Also, we introduce the re-keyshuffling operation often used in PEP and demonstrate that its multiparty computation protocol compares favorably with the re-keying and re-shuffling
protocols individually. The protocol is described in
detail in Section 4.
From a security perspective, the individual ingredients of our solution are all unconditionally secure
in the universal composability framework (Canetti,
2001) except with negligible probability. This readily allows it to be used as black-box in PEP without
sacrificing security.
The improved security against collusion is therefore immediate. Beyond collusion, the mapping between pseudonyms cannot be performed by a single
TR, as at least t of them are needed to perform such a
mapping. The novel setup additionally increases the
scalability and availability of such a system: as long
as t TRs are online, the system will remain fully functional. A formal security treatment is given in Section 5.
We perform a complexity and performance analysis of our solution in Section 6. The number of
multiplications and exponentiations in the multiparty
phase (the most expensive steps) are O(t), where t
is the number of parties needed to evaluate successfully. In case of t = 1, i.e., the classical TR, re-keyshuffling takes 671ms, whereas for t = 10 it takes
around 733ms and for t = 40 it takes around 931ms.1

2

PRELIMINARIES

We will introduce the ElGamal cryptosystem in Section 2.1, secret sharing in Section 2.2, and various
1 Optimization of our implementation may reduce the
running time, but it is expected this reduction is more evident for larger values of t.
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protocols for secret sharing in Section 2.3.

2.1

ElGamal Cryptosystem

ElGamal is an asymmetric cryptosystem relying on
the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms over
finite fields (El Gamal, 1984). Let p and q be large
primes such that p = 2q + 1. Let g ∈ F∗p be a generator of multiplicative subgroup Gq of order q. The secret key is a random value x < q, from which the corresponding public key y = gx mod p is derived. Encryption under public key y is performed as Ey (M) =
hb, ci = hgr , yr · Mi mod p, where r < q is a random
value. Decryption using secret key x is performed
r
as Dx (hb, ci) = bcx = yg·M
rx = M mod p. The ElGamal
cryptosystem is semantically secure if the Decisional
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem, determine whether
a · b = c for given g, ga , gb , gc ∈ Gq , is hard on Gq .

2.2

Secret Sharing

Let q be any positive integer. A (t, n) threshold
scheme allows a secret S < q to be shared among n
parties, in such a way that t colluding parties can recover S but any set of t − 1 parties learns no information about S. We denote by [S]q the event that S < q is
(t, n) threshold shared.
A (t, n) threshold scheme can be constructed using secret sharing (Shamir, 1979). Assume that q is
prime, and let f be a polynomial of degree t − 1 such
that f (0) = S. Value S is shared among n parties by
giving each party i a unique point (ui , vi ) on f , where
ui is public while vi is kept secret. Given t unique
points on f , any point on the polynomial f , including
S = f (0), can be computed using Lagrange interpolation. Let π be a sequence of t unique numbers in
{1, . . . , n}. In order to obtain point x we calculate
f (x) = ∑ `i (x) mod p ,

(1)

i∈π

will require protocols for the addition of secrets, the
multiplication of secrets, and the generation of random (invertible) secrets, all of which we derive from
Bar-Ilan and Beaver (Bar-Ilan and Beaver, 1989),
Damgård et al. (Damgård et al., 2006), and Toft (Toft,
2007). In addition, we will require a protocol for exponentiation with a secret, which differs from the former protocols in the setting, interface, and ultimately
the efficiency. We will elaborate on the security of
below protocols in Section 5.
2.3.1

Consider two sharings [S]q and [T ]q . The parties
can generate a sharing [S + T ]q non-interactively by
adding their individual shares of S and T . In more
detail, if S and T are shared using polynomials f
and g of degree t − 1, every party i holds shares
f (ui ) and g(ui ) and can compute the share h(ui ) =
f (ui ) + g(ui ) mod p corresponding to [S + T ]q . Polynomial h is likewise of degree t − 1. We denote the
protocol by
add([S]q , [T ]q ) := [S + T ]q .
Note that the protocol immediately yields a protocol
for multiplication of a share with known value, as [S +
· · · + S]q = [S]q + · · · + [S]q .
2.3.2

mult([S]q , [T ]q ) := [ST ]q .
x−uj
`i (x) = vi ∏
mod p .
j∈π, j6=i ui − u j

(2)

Secret Sharing Protocols

Multiparty computation based on the secret sharing
was first explored by Ben-Or et al. (Ben-Or et al.,
1988). Addition of secrets can be done by the n
parties trivially at no communication cost, but various more advanced protocols have appeared over
time (see, e.g., (Bar-Ilan and Beaver, 1989; Beaver,
2000; Cramer et al., 2000; Algesheimer et al., 2002;
Damgård et al., 2006; Toft, 2009)). In this work, we
324

Multiplication of Secrets

The parties can generate a secret sharing over polynomial h = f ·g with threshold th = t f +tg −1 as follows.
Let π be a group of unique parties, with |π| = t f +tg −
1. Every party i computes h0 (xi ) = f (xi ) · g(xi ). The
degree of h0 equals t f + tg − 2. In order to obtain a secret sharing with threshold th , every party i creates a
x
secret sharing for Hi0 = h0 (xi ) ∏ j∈π, j6=i xij x j , giving every other party j share Hi,0 j . After exchanging shares
every i computes their secret share of h as ∑ j∈π H 0j,i .
We denote the protocol by

where

2.3

Addition of Secrets

2.3.3

Generation of Random Secret

In order to generate a sharing [R]q of a secret random
value R, every party i picks a random polynomial ri of
degree t − 1 and gives every party j a share ri, j . Every
party j in turn computes ∑ni=1 ri, j as their secret share
of R. We denote the protocol by rand() := [R]q .
2.3.4

Generation of Invertible Random Secret

The parties can generate a sharing of (R, R−1 ), where
R is a random invertible value, as follows: first, evaluate [R]q = rand() and [S]q = rand(), and compute
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[RS]q = rand([R]q , [S]q ) and reveal T := RS. If T is
invertible, compute [T S]q = [(RS)−1 S]q = [R−1 ]q noninteractively. The protocol fails if T is not invertible,
which happens with probability at most 2/q. We denote the protocol by rand∗ () := ([R]q , [R−1 ]q ) .
2.3.5

Exponentiation with Secret

Consider a value M and a sharing [S]q . The parties
can compute M S as follows. Given π, a sequence of
t unique numbers in {1, . . . , n}, every member i in π
calculates Si = `i (0) using Eq. (2), and computes partial result Ri = M Si . These partial results are combined using

∏ Ri = ∏ MSi = M∑i∈π Si = MS .
i∈π

(3)

i∈π

We denote the protocol by
exp(M, [S]q ) := M S .
Damgård et al. (Damgård et al., 2006) gave a protocol for obtaining [T S ]q from [T ]q and [S]q . In our
setting, it suffices to output a revealed value rather
than a shared value, and this allows us to simplify
the protocol significantly. The exponentiation protocol as outlined above appeared before, among others,
in (Desmedt and Frankel, 1989, Sect. 3.1) and (Jakobsson, 1999, Sect. 4).

3

POLYMORPHIC ENCRYPTION
AND PSEUDONYMISATION

The Polymorphic Encryption and Pseudonymisation
(PEP) protocol Verheul et al. (Verheul et al., 2016) allows multiple parties to provide and/or use external
storage without parties learning each others’ identities. All parties are known by certain pseudonyms,
and a trusted transcryptor (TR) takes the task of
transforming encryptions and relaying them from one
party to another one. In the context of e-health, we
are mainly concerned with patients P and HCPs A.
At the core of PEP is a Key Server (KS), that
generates a master secret key x and publishes the
corresponding public key y = gx . Every party A in
the protocol holds a related key pair (xA , yA ), where
xA = x · KA and yA = yKA . The value KA is the keyfactor for A and is only known by TR. Patient P is
given a unique identifier pidP ∈ Gq . At every party A
providing or accessing data about P, P will be known
by a pseudonym of pidP , namely the value
pidP @A = pidSPA ,

Table 1: Symbols and their meaning.

Symbol
x, y
xA , yA
KA
SA
pidP
ppidP
pidP @A
epidP @A

Description
master key pair
key pair of party A
key-factor for party A
pseudonym-factor for party A
personal identifier of patient P
polymorphic pseudonym of P
pseudonym of patient P at party A
encrypted pidP @A

where SA is the SA is the pseudonym-factor of A, a
fixed random value known only by the TR. We refer
to Table 1 for an overview of the notation.
However, PEP does not operate on plain identities pidP , but rather on encryptions. Let ppidP =
Ey (pidP ) = hb, ci, an encryption of the identifier of
patient P under public key y. Taking advantage of the
homomorphic properties of ElGamal, the TR is able
to transformations between encrypted pseudonyms.

3.1 PEP Operations
PEP builds upon the following operations:
• re-randomisation takes an encryption hb, ci and a
random value r < q, and produces a randomized
encryption of the same message,
RRr (hb, ci) := hgr · b, yr · ci mod p .

(4)

• re-keying takes an encryption hb, ci encrypted under public key y and a value K < q and produces
an encryption under public key yK (hence under
private key x0 = x · K),
−1

where

RK K (hb, ci) := hbK , ci mod p ,

K −1

(5)

is the inverse of K mod p.

• re-shuffling takes an encryption hb, ci of message
M and a value S < q and produces an encryption
of M S ,
RSS (hb, ci) := hbS , cS i mod p .

(6)

3.2 Storing Data
An encrypted identifier ppidP is stored at all participants supplying data for P. When a data supplier
DS wants to store data D at storage facility SF, it
first re-randomizes the ppidP to form a polymorphic
pseudonym, PP = RRr (ppidP ) using random r. Next,
it encrypts the data D to obtain C = Ey (D). The values PP and C are sent to the TR who re-keys and reshuffles PP using KSF and SSF , respectively, which
results in the encrypted polymorphic pseudonym:
epidP @SF = RSSSF (RK KSF (PP)) .

(7)
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TR sends epidP @SF and C to storage facility SF.
SF then decrypts epidP @SF using his private key:
S
DySF (epidP @SF) = pidP @SF = pidPSF . SF stores C
using pidP @SF as a reference.

3.3

Retrieving Data

Let A be a participant authorized to retrieve data
D stored encrypted as C = Ey (D) at storage facility SF. Since A is eligible to retrieve D he knows
ppidP = Ey (pidP ). A performs PP = RRr (ppidP ) using random r and sends PP to the TR. TR computes
epidP @SF as in Eq. (7), and sends the result to SF.
SF decrypts epidP @SF to obtain pidP @SF as before,
and uses that to look up the requested encrypted data
C. SF re-randomizes C, C0 = RRs (C) using random
s, and sends C0 to TR. TR re-keys and re-shuffles
C0 using the key-factor and pseudonym-factor of A,
R = RK KA (C0 ), and forwards it to A. A can subsequently decrypt and obtain D0 = DxA (C0 ) = D.

3.4

Limitations of PEP

Through the pseudonymisation process, participants
have to communicate through the TR. This creates a
central party, who can perform access management,
logging and monitoring. However, this centralization and other design decisions create several security
threats.
• The key server holds the master private key x. If it
collaborates with the storage facility, all data and
all polymorphic pseudonyms can be decrypted.
• TR holds secrets KA and SA for all parties A,
whereas each participant A holds xA = x · KA . If
TR collaborates with any party A, they can learn
x, creating the same security threat as compromising the key server. Furthermore, they can compute
any other private key, as xB = x · KB . Furthermore,
they are able to learn personal identifier pidA0 from
any pseudonym of A0 .
To prevent malicious behavior of the key server and
TR, PEP proposes the use of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs). These HSMs manage cryptographic
keys, key-factors and pseudonym-factors and all PEP
operations can only be performed inside these HSMs.
Though this prevents direct leakage of these secret
values, TR is still able to transform any data or
pseudonym, such that it can be decrypted by any participant.
Besides security threats, the construction of PEP
can only be scaled vertically. Keeping the context of
wearables in mind, we can only expect the amount
of data which the TR needs to process to increase.
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Furthermore, whenever TR goes offline, no exchange
of data can take place.

4

PRIVACY-PRESERVING
DISTRIBUTED ACCESS
CONTROL

In the original PEP a single TR is used to evaluate the
pseudonym and re-keying mappings of Section 3.1.
To obtain our solution where these operations are instead performed by a quorum of t out of n TRs, we
first show how these operations can be performed in
a (t, n) manner (Section 4.1). Next, we demonstrate
how new parties and TRs can be added to the scheme
after setup (Section 4.2 and 4.3). Finally, we suggest a way through which t 0 TRs can jointly perform
key generation and key management, which would remove the need for a trusted key server (Section 4.4).

4.1 Distributed PEP Operations
Let ppidP = Ey (pidP ) = hb, ci, an encryption of the
identifier of patient P. We describe how to compute the PEP operations described in Section 3.1
in a distributed fashion. As generating [SP ]q and
([KP ]q , [KP−1 ]q ) are necessary for performing distributed PEP operations, TRs can pre-compute the
tuple of < [SP ]q , [KP ]q , [KP−1 ]q > for each patient
P. Moreover, TRs can pre-compute [QP ]q := [KP−1 ·
SP ]q = mult([KP−1 ]q , [SP ]q ), which is used later in operations.
• Distributed re-keying of hb, ci for a shared value
[K]q with K < q is performed using the exponentiation protocol of Section 2.3:
RK K (hb, ci) = hexp(b, [K −1 ]q ), ci mod p . (8)
• Distributed re-shuffling of hb, ci of message M for
a shared value [S]q with S < q is performed using
the exponentiation protocol of Section 2.3:
RSS (hb, ci) = hexp(b, [S]q ), exp(b, [S]q )i mod p .
(9)
PEP often performs re-keying and re-shuffling on the
same encryption consecutively, i.e., it often evaluates
RSS ◦ RK K , where S and K correspond to the same
party. Instead of applying distributed re-keying and
re-shuffling independently, we can speed-up computation significantly by using the pre-computation of
[Q]q = [K −1 · S]q , as the TRs do for every party. In
more detail, we define distributed re-key-shuffling: on
input of an encryption hb, ci, and shared values [Q]q
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Figure 1: Data retrieving in the distributed PEP.

and [S]q with Q, S < q, re-key-shuffling is performed
using the exponentiation protocol of Section 2.3:
RKSQ,S (hb, ci) = hexp(b, [Q]q ), exp(b, [S]q )i mod p .
(10)
Re-key-shuffling by design satisfies RKSK −1 ·S,S =
RSS ◦ RK K −1 .
Figure 1 shows the process of retrieving data from
SF in the distributed PEP, where an authorized party
A requests to obtain data D belong to a patient pidP .
The main differences between the original PEP and
the distributed version in retrieving data are the operations epidP @SF and R that are performed in a distributed fashion by using t TRs.

4.2

Generating New Key and
Pseudonym-factors

Let A be a new party given permission to access
some data owned by patient P. At least 2t − 1 TRs
(refer to Section 2.3.2) create secret sharings [SA ]q ,
([KA ]q , [KA−1 ]q ), and [QA ]q = [KA−1 · SA ]q . For any TR
not involved in the generation process, shares can be
generated using Lagrange interpolation.

4.3

Adding New Transcryptor

After setup, it is possible to add or replace a TR. Let
TRk be a new TR joining the setup. Given a (t, n)
secret sharing of secret Z ∈ Gq , new shares for Z can
be generated using t TRs. Let π be a quorum of t TRs.
First, TRk is assigned a unique point uk not used by
any other TR. Every TR i ∈ π computes a partial result
for the secret share of Z for k as
uk − u j
Zk,i = Zi ∏
mod p ,
(11)
j∈π, j6=i ui − u j
and sends Zk,i to k. k can compute his secret share of
Z using
Zk = ∑ Zk,i mod p .
(12)
i∈π

The role of a trusted key server can instead be distributed among t 0 TRs. Secret key x becomes a (t 0 , n)
threshold sharing of a secret random value. The exponentiation protocol of Section 2.3 allows the parties
to jointly compute and reveal y = gx .
For any participant P with (t, n) secretly shared
key-factor KP , t 0 + t − 1 TRs can collaborate to compute a share of the private key xP of P. First they compute [xP ]q = [x · KP ]q = mult([x]q , [KP ]q ). The TRs can
send their partial results to P, who can combine those
to obtain his secret key xP .
Note that throughout this process no TR ever
learns nor holds the value of x. Furthermore, the secret sharing of x can be done using t 0 greater than t,
improving the security of x. Also instead of giving all
TRs secret shares for x, shares can be given only to
TRs with increased trust.

5

SECURITY OF DISTRIBUTED
PEP

In this section, we provide proofs to show that our distributed PEP is simulation secure in the semi-honest
security model. Informally, we mean that the probability that an adversary can learn private information
from truly generated data by the parties in our protocols is at most negligibly more than the probability
that an adversary can learn from given randomly generated data. We use the simulatability paradigm (Lindell, 2017) in our proofs, where the adversary takes
the control of the network and tries to obtain the final result of the protocol by itself as the only party in
the protocol. In this paradigm, security is defined as
a comparison of computation work-flow in the “real
world” and the “ideal world”.
In real world, a protocol can be broken into subprotocols or computations that are carried out by each
party throughout the protocol. Let us denote π as
the distributed PEP protocol; we can split π into two
parts: π = πT R and πSF , which are performed in a
quorum of t TRs and SF, respectively. In retrieving
data, as an instance, πT R takes RRr (ppidP ) as an input from A and outputs epidP @SF to πSF . Then, πSF
decrypts the given encryptions from π = πT R to obtain pidP @SF and starts searching for corresponding
ciphertext C. Afterwards, πSF re-randomizes C and
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sends it to π = πT R . Thus, to retrieve specific encrypted data from the storage facility the encrypted
messages flow from one party to another party and
together they send back the result to the party A. Assuming SF is corrupted by an adversary A , then A has
access to pidP @SF, and the encrypted search result
C. Similarly, when one of the TRs is corrupted, the
adversary has access to the intermediate computation
results.
In an ideal world, it is assumed that one of the parties is corrupted by an adversary. Then, he uses a simulator to generate the outputs of the other parties. This
would be similar to performing the protocol with just
one corrupted party. In the ideal world, an adversary
Á , who has control over SF, has only access to its pair
of (pidP @SF,C), and the garbage inputs given from
a simulator instead of the correct result of πT R . The
goal is to show that A can learn equal or negligibly
more than Á , meaning that they are computationally
indistinguishable. Then we can conclude that the protocol is a simulation secure protocol.

5.1

Security of Key Generation

Since, in our setting, the TRs are assumed to be semitrusted (not fully trusted like original PEP) we need
to show that any set of corrupted t − 1 TRs cannot
deduce any information about the secret.
Definition 5.1. Let the shared secret be a value S,
and algorithm π be a (t, n) threshold secret sharing
scheme, where π(S) = [s1 , · · · , sn ]. Then, any adversary A that has access to t − 1 shares from [s1 , · · · , sn ]
cannot infer any information about the values of S.

5.2

Security of Storing Data

In the process of storing data, SF does
not have any input and is denoted by φ.
StoringData
outputi
(PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n)
represents
the output of each party in storing data. The joint
output of two parties TRs and SF can be represented
as:
outputStoringData (PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n))
StoringData

= (output1

StoringData

output2

(PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n), (13)

(PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n)) .

Definition 5.2. the process of storing data securely
computes f = (DS f , T R f , SF f ) in the semi-honest security setting if there exist PPT algorithms SimT R and
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SimSF such that:
c

f

{(SimT R (1n , SSF , KSF , T R f , f ))} ≡ {(viewT R (PP,C;

SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n), output f (PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n))} .
(14)

and
c

f

{(SimSF (1n , φ, SF f , f ))} ≡ {(viewSF (PP,C;

SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n), output f (PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n))} .
(15)
Denote the computation of PP = RRr (ppidP )
in the data supplier as DS f1 , C = Ey (D) as
DS f2 , epidP @SF = RSSSF (RK KSF (PP)) as T R f1 ,
and pidP @SF = DySF (epidP @SF) as SF f1 . Let
f = (DS f , T R f , SF f ), where DS f = (DS f1 , DS f2 ),
T R f = (T R f1 ), SF f = (SF f1 ) the f to be the
PPT functionality for storing data. The view of
the ith party i ∈ {DS, T R, SF} for storing data on
(PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ) and security parameter n is deStoringData

noted by viewi
(PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n) =
i
i
(w, ri ; m1 , · · · , mv ),
where
j ∈ {1, · · · ,t},
w ∈ {PP,C, SSF , KSF , φ} based on i, ri is the
random number for ith party, and miz is the zth
messages received by ith party.
Theorem 1. The protocol for storing data using distributed PEP securely computes the functionality f ,
when at most t − 1 TRs are corrupted by adversary A
in the presence of semi-honest adversaries.
Proof. We need to show that any set of t − 1 colluding TRs cannot computationally distinguish between
generated messages and outputs from S1 that is the
simulation of DS, and randomly generated data. TRs
receive two outputs from S1 , PP and C. Given SSF ,
KSF , and 1n (security parameter), storing data works
as follow:
´ P
1. S1 chooses two random numbers r1 and r2 as pid
and D́, respectively. Then, it performs DS f1 (r1 )
´ and Ć and sends them
and DS f2 (r2 ) to obtain PP
to a quorum of t TRs.
2. t TRs perform T R f1 to obtain epidP @SF, and
send it to DS together with C.
3. S3 performs SFf1 to obtain pidSF
P , then stores the
pair (pidSF
P , Ć) in its database.
The output of the simulation can be written
´ Ć). The
SimT R (1n , SSF , KSF , T R f , f ) = (SSF , KSF ; PP,
real view of any TR involved in the protocol can be
f
represented as viewT R (SSF , KSF ) = (SSF , KSF ; PP,C).
It can be observed that A cannot distinguish between C and Ć since the ElGamal cryptosystem is semantically secure. Moreover, since any set of t − 1
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corrupted TRs cannot decrypt any ciphertext; therefore, they are unable to distinguish between PP and
´
PP.
Theorem 2. The protocol for storing data using distributed PEP securely computes the functionality f ,
when SF is corrupted by adversary A in the presence
of semi-honest adversaries.
Proof. Assuming that SF is corrupted, we need to
show that A cannot distinguish between random generated results from other parties and the correct versions. SF receives two outputs from S2 , as a simulator
for TRs, that are epidP @SF and C. The process of
storing data with the simulator S2 , and given 1n as the
security parameter is as follows:

Proof. We need to show that any of the TRs or a quorum of t − 1 TRs cannot infer any information about
the private data after performing the protocol for retrieving data. Let S1 be the simulator of party A and
S3 the simulator of SF. Given SSF and KSF as the inputs of TRs and 1n as a security parameter, retrieving
data from SF for party A works as follows:
1. S1 chooses a random number r1 and performs
´ and sends it to a set
A f1 (r1 ) and A f2 to obtain PP
of t TRs.
´ and perform T R f1 to get
2. TRs receive PP
epidP @SF, then send it to S3 .
3. S3 performs SFf1 , encrypts a random number to
get C, executes Ĉ = SFf2 (C), and sends Ĉ to TRs.
4. TRs perform T R f2 and send R to S1 .

1. S2 chooses three random numbers r1 , r2 , and r3 as
´ P , D́, and SSF , respectively, then encrypts them
pid
under public key y. Afterwards, S2 performs T R f1
´ P @SF and sends (epid
´ P @SF,
´ Ć) to
to obtain epid
SF.
´ SF
2. SF performs SFf1 to get pid
P , then stores the pair
SF
´
(pidP , Ć) in its database.

The output of the simulation can be written
´ Ĉ). The
SimT R (1n , SSF , KSF , T R f , f ) = (SSF , KSF ; PP,
real view of any TR involved in the protocol can be
f
represented as viewT R (SSF , KSF ) = (SSF , KSF ; PP, Ć).
Since having at most t − 1 corrupted TRs does not enable the decryption of the given messages, the TRs
´ and Ć and Ĉ.
cannot distinguish between PP and PP,

SF does not have access to the private key of DS,
thus it cannot decrypt Ć and distinguish between Ć
and C since the ElGamal cryptosystem is semantically
secure. Moreover, TRs re-shuffle the encrypted id be´ SF
fore sending it to SF; therefore, SF cannot link pid
P
back to its owner. Therefore, we can conclude that

Theorem 4. The protocol for retrieving data using
distributed PEP securely computes the functionality
f , when SF is corrupted by adversary A in the presence of semi-honest adversaries.

c

f

{(SimSF (1n , φ, SF f , f ))} ≡ {(viewSF (PP,C;

SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n), output f (PP,C; SSFj , KSFj ; φ; n))} .
(16)

5.3

Security of Retrieving Data

Assume that party A is authorized to retrieve
the data for pidP , denote the computation of
ppidP = Ey (pidP ) as A f1 , PP = RRr (ppidP ) as A f2 ,
S
epidP @SF = RSSSF (RK KSF (PP)) as T R f1 , pidPSF =
0
DySF (epidP @SF) as SFf1 , C = RRs (C) as SFf2 , and
R = RK KA (C0 ) as T R f2 . Then, f = (A f , T R f , SFf ),
where A f = (A f1 , A f2 ), T R f = (T R f1 , T R f2 ), and
SFf = (SFf1 , SFf2 ).
Theorem 3. The protocol for retrieving data using
distributed PEP securely computes the functionality
f , when at most t − 1 TRs are corrupted by adversary
A in the presence of semi-honest adversaries.

Proof. In the process of retrieving data securely, SF
plays an important role in finding the data in the remote database. If SF becomes corrupted by an adversary A , we need to guarantee that A can infer any
sensitive information from the given messages. SF receives epidP @SF from the TRs, decrypts it, and finds
the matching data. Let S2 be the simulator for TRs,
then the process of retrieving data is as follows:
´
1. S2 chooses two random numbers r1 and r2 as PP
and SSF , respectively. Afterwards, S2 performs
´ P @SF and sends it to
´ r2 ) to obtain epid
T R f1 (PP,
SF.
´ P @SF) to get pid
´ SF
2. SF performs SFf1 (epid
P and
SF
checks all pairs of (pidP , Ć) in its database to
find the matching data. Then, it executes SFf2 and
sends the result back to the TRs.
The output of the simulation for retrieving data
when SF is corrupted is SimT R (1n , pidSF
P , Ć, SFf , f ) =
´
(pidSF
,
Ć;
epid
@SF).
The
real
view
of any TR
P
P
involved in the protocol can be represented as
f
viewSF (pidSF
P , Ć; epidP @SF). Therefore. if A can´ P @SF,
not distinguish between epidP @SF and epid
329
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then we can conclude the protocol is simulation secure. Note that both ciphertexts are encrypted with
KSF , thus SF can decrypt both to obtain pidSF
P and
SF
´
pidP . However, A is still unable to distinguish be´ SF
tween pidSF
P and pidP , since they are re-shuffled with
different SSF values and A cannot track back to check
who is the owner of the data.

6

A complexity analysis of our distributed RR, RK, RS,
and RKS is given in Table 2. Here, the total amount
of multiplications and exponentiations is computed
in case t TRs participate. The merging of the precomputations (phase (ii) in RR, and the combination
step for exponentiation, Eq. (3)) is assumed to be evaluated by one participant. All operations show a complexity of O(t). For comparison, in the original PEP,
operations have the complexity of O(1).
Table 2: Computational complexity of distributed PEP operations.

Mult.
2t + 2
t
2t
2t

Exponen.
0
t
2t
2t

Overall
O (t)
O (t)
O (t)
O (t)

For any distributed PEP operation the analysis
of the message complexity is as follows: a participant needs to send a polymorphic pseudonym and encrypted data C to t TRs, who subsequently perform
their operations and return their partial results to the
single receiver. This gives us a tight bound of θ(2t)
messages.

6.2

• One party combines the partial results as

(17)

(18)

i∈π

Table 3 gives the computation time for performing t
PRKS operations and combining the partial results using CPR, for different values of t. The PRKS computation time is the average time spend by a single TR,
averaged over 1000 evaluations.
Table 3: Average computation time of 1000 PRKS and CPR
operations.

t
10
19
31
40

7

PRKS (ms)
707
754
776
803

CPR (ms)
26
68
95
128

CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a solution for controlling
access in a fully distributed manner. The solution relies on multiple applications of Secret Sharing, along
with multiparty computation protocols on shared values. Our solution performs well complexity and performance wise, and is unconditionally secure as long
as no “too large group” collides. If combined with
the original PEP protocol by Verheul et al. (Verheul
et al., 2016), our distributed transcryptor thus allows
for improved security, while at the same time facilitating scalability and robustness.

Performance

Although we have provided a distributed RR operation, this operation is not used by the TRs in our particular application, and we focus on distributed RKS.
We have implemented the protocol using C++ and the
GMP library2 , and tested their performance on a machine running Windows 10.0, with an Intel Core i57200 running at 2.50GHz.
To have a clear view on the cost of the individual
steps in the protocol, we have separated RKS as follows. Let π be a set of unique TRs in n with |π| = t.
2 See
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PRKSQi ,Si (hb, ci) := hbi , ci i = hbQi , cSi i .

i∈π

Complexity

Operation
RR
RK
RS
RKS

• Every TR i ∈ π computes a partial result as

CPR({hbi , ci i}i∈π ) := h∏ bi , ∏ ci i .

EFFICIENCY

6.1

Let Qi , Si be the partial results of the Lagrange interpolation of secret shares [Q]q and [S]q for TR i (cf.,
Eq. (1)).

https://gmplib.org.
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